
 The LINC Approach
Many ask what distinguishes the efforts and operations of the  
Local Investment Commission (LINC). Here are some suggestions: 
 

• A citizen group is given responsibility for overall GOVERNANCE. The citizens should be nonpartisan, 

unpaid, nonparticipant as either beneficiary or direct provider. Group is given delegated, clear, 

recognized authority by a legal body. Persons represent themselves as individuals and not other 

professional or volunteer organizations to which they might belong. 

• Group’s charge should be authority over PROGRAMS and PROCESS in the community to be served. 

The group exercise restraint in authority over public programs, but put unlimited emphasis on process, 

especially fairness and inclusion. 

• The group’s objective includes: independence and fairness vis-a-vis providers and users of public 

assistance; financial and program integrity including identification of best practices; and marshal, 

gather, assembly and convene TOTAL COMMUNITY RESOURCES to rationally and fairly serve total 

need. 

• The group’s efforts are guided by VOLUNTEER LEADERS who provide direction to substantive 

efforts and policy initiatives. Providers assist with specialized knowledge, but role is limited to minimize 

the potential impact of particular organizational interests. 

• STAFF supports the process with information, data and identifying community individuals, groups and 

resources available to serve the community in need. Staff assistance includes developing the capacity 

and willingness of provider organizations – state and nonprofit – to deliver integrated services to 

children and families through neighborhood locations. 

• The entire effort supports and stresses PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT of all care givers because 

training is neglected in human service organizations. 

• TRAINING equips organizations with the tools and techniques to organize and evaluate their efforts 

based on outcomes and benefits to the community. Care givers become advocates of the success of 

the individual served, not  merely record keepers. 

• Group serves as a non-intrusive convening authority to promote, encourage and foster 

COLLABORATIONS among public and private groups in order to help all do more with less. The 

critical elements include – the state, the community, care givers, the “needy ones” and supportive 

infrastructure [data and training]. 

• The group’s efforts and initiatives may shift depending on community conditions and opportunities, but 

VISION and MISSION remain consistent. 


